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The Year in Review: All bets are 
o� , and then on again, in 2020
The past year saw a black swan in the form 
of the global health crisis that waylaid 
most 2020 forecasts made at this time 
last year. We award 100 points to anyone 
who predicted a bear market driven by 
a macroeconomically devastating global 
pandemic followed by a strong recovery 
propelled by a massive global monetary 
and fi scal stimulus. As shown in the fi rst 
chart, even with the S&P 500 Large Cap 
Index plummeting 35% from late-February 
to mid-March, and having fi ve pullbacks 
greater than 5%, the market will still fi nish 
the year positive. In 2019 we set an S&P 
500 target of 3,900 for 2020, and while we 
did not get there, we got far closer than seemed even remotely possible during the lows in March. For 2021, we expect that widespread 
global fi nancial and fi scal stimulus will continue to drive a bullish environment favoring equities over fi xed income, and set a target for the 
S&P 500 of 4,250. 
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We estimate that we are in the 
middle of secular bull market 
We take away 50 points for anyone who did 
not think we were going to mention that we 
believe we are still in the middle of a secular 
bull market. As shown Chart 2, the previous 
two secular bull markets (the green sections 
from 1951-1968 and from 1983-2000) lasted 
roughly 17 years and we estimate that 
we are seven years into the c urrent bull 
market. While we cannot be certain that the 
current secular bull will be as extended as 
the previous two, we believe that we are 
far closer to the middle than the end. Now, 
this does not rule out shorter to medium 
term cyclical bear markets that do occur 
within these longer-term trends (we would 
highlight cyclical dips in the S&P 500 in 1987, 1990, 1998 and 2015, and of course 2020, within the secular uptrends), but we think the wind 
remains at the market’s back long-term. 

Will small caps or international 
equity lead after three years of US 
large cap as the driver?
Since start of 2018, US equity market returns 
have been driven mostly by a handful of 
the biggest large cap growth names, which 
have been a core source of the gains in 
the Russell 1000 Growth and S&P 500 Total 
Return Indices in Chart 3. However, US 
small caps, represented in the chart by the 
Russell 2000 Value Total Return Index, and 
international equity, represented by the 
MSCI ACWI Ex-USA Total Return Index, and 
many other market indices, are just starting 
to breakout. We question whether large cap 
growth is genuinely passing the baton to 
other segments on the ‘equity team’ after 
so long in the lead, or only pausing before 
again taking the helm. Supporting this idea 
of other sectors coming to the fore is the 
huge recovery in small cap value over the 
last quarter of the year, and this segment still has signifi cant room for catch up versus large cap growth, in our view. While historically small 
caps lead when a new cyclical bull market is starting, they have been a bit slow off  the mark in the 2020 recovery. However, given their 
recent catch up, we wonder whether this pattern of small caps leading a cyclical bull market is, in fact, repeating, but just with a bit of a 
delay, given the extreme extenuating circumstances of 2020. 
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A rotation to international 
equities possible, on relatively 
low valuations and weakening 
US$
The main international equity indices; 1) the 
MSCI EAFE Index, representing international 
developed countries (weighted towards 
Europe and Japan) and 2) the MSCI Emerging 
Markets Index, representing international 
emerging markets (weighted towards North 
Asia, South Korea, India and Brazil), are still 
below their highs reached in 2007, just before 
the 2008-2009 fi nancial crisis, as shown in 
Chart 4. If these international markets were 
to breakout similarly to the way the US did 
back in 2013, we could see further rotation into international equity and out of US large cap growth in 2021. We believe that international equity 
still looks undervalued both historically and versus US large caps, and if the US$ continues to weaken, this could benefi t these foreign markets, as 
their returns would look increasingly attractive in US$ terms. 

Sentiment a bit bullish short-
term, but still balanced in context 
of long-term secular bull market
In addition to looking at the data outlined 
above when considering the outlook 
for markets, we also need to consider 
market sentiment, which can often be 
as important a driver. Chart 5 shows the 
typical Cycle of Market Emotions, starting 
with a bull market upswing, entered into 
with reasonable Optimism, as earnings and 
valuations begin to pick up. As the advance 
gains momentum, the market passes 
through Excitement and Thrill phases 
and fi nally into Euphoria, when investors 
start to believe that nothing will ever go down, and that “this time is diff erent”. At this point, valuations are unsustainable, and an eventual 
pullback sends investors into fi rst Anxiety, then Denial, as short-term rebounds occur, and Fear, as new lows are hit. Now the bear market 
is truly underway, into the Desperation and Panic phases, until even staunch long-term holders sell out in the Capitulation phase. This is 
followed by Despondency and Depression at the bottom, as valuations languish for an extended period. However, eventually earnings pick 
up, and stocks start to look attractive given low valuations, bringing some Hope, and then Relief as the market gains further, and eventually 
Optimism at the start of a new bull phase. 

We have referenced this cycle before, and while it generally takes years to go through the process, a tumultuous 2020 saw a rapid-fi re 
version of it, and many market participants may have touched on all these emotions this year! In the broader context, however, of the long-
term cyclical bull market that we see us being in the middle of, it can be a bit more diffi  cult to pinpoint sentiment compared to the top 
and bottom, where it is usually more obvious. In our view, short-term sentiment does seem a little too bullish, having possibly edged past 

Euphoria
Anxiety

Short-Term sentiment
Long-Term sentiment
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Excitement into the Thrill phase, and we could be looking for a pause in the market advance. However, in the context of the longer-term 
secular trend, we would still place us at healthy Optimism, especially with the shocks of the past year throwing the concept of risk into 
strong relief for investors. In addition to sentiment, we can also look at market internals to help put the price action we are seeing in the 
charts into context. These include the number of advancers versus decliners, the numbers of stocks above or below a moving average and 
those making new highs or new lows - overall we believe that they also confi rm the bullish view we have of the market. 

Can Treasury bonds protect your portfolio like they have in the past? 
Bond prices and yields have an inverse 
relationship, and since the 1980s yields 
for Treasury Bonds have been consistently 
falling, and therefore their prices rising, 
driving an almost 40-year bond bull 
market. Prior to 2020, it looked like a fl oor 
might be in for 10 Year Treasury rates 
around the 1.4%-1.5% level (the gray area 
in Chart 6). However, the global health 
crisis drove a massive planned government 
stimulus, which meant a major increase 
in bond issuance to fund this, that drove 
yields lower, so this support quickly gave 
way. We expect that rates will likely stay 
low as the global economy continues to 
recover from the global health crisis and 
global monetary authorities maintain 
easy money via low interest rates. While the lower rates are good for borrowers and will support home mortgage and business loan 
growth, they could be an issue from a portfolio construction vantage point. This is because ideally we would add downside protection by 
purchasing bonds, but this may not be very eff ective currently.

The way this is intended work is that with a strong decline in equity markets, we would expect a shift to the safety of bonds, 
driving down their yields, and up their prices, leading to gains on the bond portion of our portfolio. In addition, bonds, with 
their fi xed cash fl ows, tend not to have the type of severe declines that can be experienced in the equity markets, also helping 
provide protection. However, with rates already at such low levels, the eff ects of this strategy could be a bit muted, in our view. 
This is because rates simply don’t have much room to fall before they hit zero, which would limit gains on bonds, and lessen 
their ability to off set losses from the equity in the portfolio. 

Historical correlations we have observed could indicate rise in interest rates
We actually expect that rates could move a bit higher in 2020, based on the historical correlations we have observed between 
three key data series, shown in Chart 7. The top section shows the 10 Year US Treasury Yield, the middle section the ratio of the 
Regional Banks Index to the US Real Estate Index and the bottom section the ratio of the Copper Index to the Gold Index. We 
have found that there has been a strong correlation between trends in these series, and divergences between them tend not 
to persist for long. In 2020 we saw just such a divergence, with the copper/gold ratio starting to move higher before the other 
two series, which both eventually rose to catch up. Currently both the copper/gold ratio and the regional bank/real estate 
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ratio are moving beyond resistance 
levels (shown by the grey bar in 
each panel), while the 10 Year yield 
remains below this resistance level. If 
the historical relationships we have 
observed hold, we believe that this 
suggests that 10 Year yields could be 
headed higher in 2021, towards 1.50%. 

Credit spreads back down to 
relatively unattractive levels, in 
our view 
Chart 8 shows option adjusted spreads 
(OAS), the explanation of which fi rst 
requires a discussion of ‘standard’ fi xed income yield spreads for context. The concept of spread starts with government bonds, 
which are considered risk-free, as they have the lowest risk that they will not be paid back, and therefore the lowest yield in 
the market. As the risk of the bond increases, from government to large corporate to small corporates, so does the yield, and 
the spread is calculated by subtracting the yield on a given bond from the government bond yield. Most bonds have cash 

fl ow amounts and timing well known 
in advance, so calculating the yield 
and the spread is a relatively simple 
exercise. However, for some special 
types of bonds, the timing and amount 
of cash fl ows are not as clear, including 
callable bonds, where the bond can 
be paid off  early, and mortgage and 
asset-based securities, which can see 
unexpected early payments by the 
holders of the underlying assets. For 
both of these, the market needs to 
calculate not only the basic spread of 
the bonds over government bonds, 
but also add an ‘option adjustment’ 
to the basic spread, to account for the 
potential of receiving cash fl ows early. 
This is the option-adjusted spread. 

These spreads are currently 3.5%-4.0%, 
well down off  peaks of around 8.0%-10.0% in March 2020. What drove the spike was investors selling off  these riskier high 
yield bonds into the crisis, concerned that they could default, driving their yields up substantially (because as bond prices fall, 
yields rise). At the same time, they moved into much safer Treasury Bonds, sending their prices up and yields down, increasing 
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the spread even more. However, as fear subsided into mid-2020, investors sold off  Treasuries, and moved back into high yield 
bonds, decreasing the spread, which is typical in a bull market. 

At the end of 2018 we exited high yield bonds, as spreads (shown in Chart 8) had declined for two years off  highs reached in 
2016, suggesting to us that the market was not pricing in a suffi  cient amount of risk. Similarly, at the end of 2019 we exited 
bank loans (a high yield-like bond product), also after a decline in spreads over the year, as while we didn’t have any idea of 
the tumultuous events coming in 2020, the spreads did not satisfy the risk/reward balance that we require. While we did add 
back high yields in 2020 as spreads spiked into the global health crisis, spreads have now fallen to similar levels as the start of 
this year. If they continue to tighten, we will start looking to reduce or exit our current high yield position and wait for another 
opportunity to re-enter. 

Alternative asset outlook a bit opaque
The outlook for some major 
alternative asset classes remains 
a bit unclear in our view. Real 
estate, for example, is a tough 
one to determine currently. 
From a technical point of view 
the price action on an absolute 
basis (shown in the top panel 
of Chart 9) looks choppy and 
more time is needed to ascertain 
a clear direction. However, a 
relative strength view (shown in 
the bottom panel, comparing US 
real estate to S&P 500 large caps) 
suggests that we should be 
favoring equities over real estate, 
in our view. From a non-technical point of view we need to consider how much the global health crisis aff ects employment 
patterns, how much of the move to remote work is permanent, and what eff ect that this will have on commercial real estate 
and large city centers. Turning to monetary alternative assets, Bitcoin is now back near levels it previously peaked at in 2017, 
and only time will tell if demand overwhelms supply and pushes prices higher. Gold has had a similar pattern to Bitcoin, with a 
precipitous decline off  a major peak, a long bottom, and return to previous highs this year, but for gold the recovery took nine 
years(!). The relationship between Bitcoin and Gold will be fascinating to watch over the next few years, in our view.  

Conclusion: To be (a bull) or not to be…that is question
Prior to the shocks of the past year, global markets had seen nearly ten years where attention to downside risk in markets 
was perpetually fading, and the focus was increasingly on growth, even at high cost. This past year has certainly brought the 
concept of risk back the forefront, in addition to its myriad other disruptions. So, the question becomes…how bearish should 
we be, or what is a healthy level of pessimism, and where do market bulls simply become deluded cheerleaders? Given that 
markets are rising a much greater percentage of the time than they are falling, being permanently bearish, while possibly 
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seeming ‘realistic’ and ‘intelligent’ at a given moment, is generally an unprofi table stance longer-term. As Martin Zweig has 
said, “One of the frustrating things for people who miss the fi rst rally in a bull market is that they wait for the big correction 
and it never comes”. We suspect that many bears have suff ered for extended periods from this type of affl  iction over the past 
decade. 

On the other hand, perma-bulls become a risk for markets when fear has been entirely driven out of the picture, and they 
start to believe, that, as Irving Fisher said just before the 1929 stock market crash, “stock prices have reached what looks like a 
permanently high plateau.” Even given the quite bullish recovery over the second half of the year, we doubt that any investors 
are truly ecstatic now, without at least an eye on the downside, after this year’s crisis brought the potential for severe risk into 
sharp relief for virtually everyone on earth. And we expect that this refocus on risk is likely to keep the markets well away 
from any euphoria for an extended period. In conclusion, being bearish since the end of 2008-2009 fi nancial crisis certainly 
hasn’t worked, and while we realize that it will at some point, what will be the cost in the interim? We believe, simply, that the 
cautious bull will outperform the perma-bear over the long-term.
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The index, a member of the Dow Jones Total Stock Market Indices family, is designed to measure the performance of large-cap U.S. equity securities that are classified as 
"growth" based on a multi-factor analysis.
The index, a member of the Dow Jones Total Stock Market Indices family, is designed to measure the performance of small-cap U.S. equity securities.
The index, a member of the Dow Jones Total Stock Market Indices family, is designed to measure the performance of large-cap U.S. equity securities that are classified as 
"value" based on a multi-factor analysis.
The index, a member of the Dow Jones Total Stock Market Indices family, is designed to measure the performance of small-cap U.S. equity securities.
The S&P 500® Information Technology comprises those companies included in the S&P 500 that are classified as members of the GICS® information technology sector.

The S&P 500® Health Care comprises those companies included in the S&P 500 that are classified as members of the GICS® health care sector.
The S&P 500® Consumer Discretionary comprises those companies included in the S&P 500 that are classified as members of the GICS® consumer discretionary sector.
The S&P 500® Utilities comprises those companies included in the S&P 500 that are classified as members of the GICS® utilities sector.
The S&P 500® Communication Services comprises those companies included in the S&P 500 that are classified as members of the GICS® communication services sector.
The S&P 500® Real Estate comprises stocks included in the S&P 500 that are classified as members of the GICS® real estate sector.
The S&P 500® is widely regarded as the best single gauge of large-cap U.S. equities. The index includes 500 leading companies and captures approximately 80% coverage of 
available market capitalization.
The S&P 500® Consumer Staples comprises those companies included in the S&P 500 that are classified as members of the GICS® consumer staples sector.
The S&P 500® Materials comprises those companies included in the S&P 500 that are classified as members of the GICS® materials sector.
The S&P 500® Industrials comprises those companies included in the S&P 500 that are classified as members of the GICS® industrials sector.
The S&P 500® Financials comprises those companies included in the S&P 500 that are classified as members of the GICS® financials sector.
The S&P 500® Energy comprises those companies included in the S&P 500 that are classified as members of the GICS® energy sector.

This is not an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments and should not be relied upon as the sole factor in an investment-making decision.

Opinions expressed are not intended as specific investment advice or to predict future performance. This information is not intended as investment or tax advice.

Registered Representative offering securities and advisory services through Cetera Advisor Networks LLC, member FINRA/SIPC, a Broker-Dealer and a Registered Investment 
Advisor. Cetera is under separate ownership from any other named entity.

Opinions expressed are not intended as specific investment advice or to predict future performance. Additional risks are associated with international investing, such as 
currency fluctuations, political and economic stability, and differences in accounting standards, all of which are magnified in emerging markets. Past performance is not indic-
ative of future results. The stocks of small companies are more volatile than the stocks of larger, more established companies.

The views stated in this newsletter are not necessarily the opinion of Cetera Advisor Networks LLC and should not be construed directly or indirectly as an offer to buy or sell 
any securities mentioned herein. Due to volatility within the markets mentioned, opinions are subject to change with notice. Information is based on sources believed to be 
reliable; however, their accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. Past performance does not guarantee future results.

This newsletter is created by Portfolio Partners. Portfolio Partners provides investment research, portfolio and model management, and investment advisor services to 
investment advisor representatives. Investors cannot invest directly in indexes. The performance of any index is not indicative of the performance of any investment and does 
not take into account the effects of inflation and the fees and expenses associated with investing. The S&P 500 is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to 
measure performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) is a price-weighted average of 30 significant stocks traded on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the Nasdaq. The Nasdaq is 
a global electronic marketplace for buying and selling securities, as well as the benchmark index for U.S. technology stocks and is also used to refer to the Nasdaq Compos-
ite, an index of more than 3,000 stocks listed on the Nasdaq exchange. The NASDAQ Composite Index includes all domestic and international based common type stocks 
listed on The NASDAQ Stock Market. The NASDAQ Composite Index is a broad based index.  The MSCI EAFE index is designed to measure the equity market performance of 
developed markets (Europe, Australasia, Far East) excluding the U.S. and Canada. The Index is market-capitalization weighted. The Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond 
Index, which was originally called the Lehman Aggregate Bond Index, is a broad based flagship benchmark that measures the investment grade, US dollar-denominated, 
fixed-rate taxable bond market. The index includes Treasuries, government–related and corporate debt securities, MBS (agency fixed-rate and hybrid ARM pass-throughs), 
ABS and CMBS (agency and non-agency) debt securities that are rated at least Baa3 by Moody’s and BBB- by S&P. Taxable municipals, including Build America bonds and a 
small amount of foreign bonds traded in U.S. markets are also included. Eligible bonds must have at least one year until final maturity, but in practice the index holdings has a 
fluctuating average life of around 8.25 years. This total return index, created in 1986 with history backfilled to January 1, 1976, is unhedged and rebalances monthly.


